
If you’re already familiar with Collide,  you surely know that the duo’s brave, forward-looking electronic sound is
deeply grounded in a fusion of diverse influences (hence the band’s chosen name). Over the years, singer kaRIN and pro-
ducer Statik have proven themselves to be gifted interpreters as well as courageous innovators – consider their brooding
take on the Jefferson Airplane’s “White Rabbit”, a highlight of 2000’s landmark Chasing The Ghost, or their expansive take
on Dusty Springfield’s “Son Of A Preacher Man”, from the remix set Distort, and the beloved anthem “The Lunatics are
Taking Over the Asylum”, from their Vortex album.  But nothing in the group’s history will sufficiently prepare you for
These Eyes Before: a set of ten mainstream classics, each one completely reimagined by the imaginative pair.

We don’t want to ruin all of Collide’s surprises, since part of the joy of listening to These Eyes Before is encountering
familiar material with utterly refreshing arrangements.  And you will be familiar with the playlist – any real music fan will
be able to sing along to the tunes kaRIN and Statik have selected.  Also, we don’t want to single out any highlights,
because a project like this one is nothing but highlights. But we’d be remiss if we didn’t crow about the group’s flexibility,
and their unerring ability to make songs of all kinds seem utterly consistent with the sound they’ve been developing for the
past fifteen years.  In their hands, “Space Oddity” becomes a gorgeous, jazzy, ethereal techno-rock stroll, and David
Essex’s swaggering “Rock On” turns into a deliciously distorted slice of trip-hop. The darkwave enterprise – and, to be
sure, experimental music in general – is inconceivable without Pink Floyd, and Collide pays the progenitors back with a
pair of remarkable readings of world-famous cuts. Elsewhere, Statik and kaRIN also demonstrate a taste for a different 
kind of experimentalist: Lindsey Buckingham, whose exuberant “Tusk” is converted into a dramatic, fuzzed-out sonic
excursion. (And Fleetwood Mac obsessors note: they haven’t forgotten to include the marching band!)

Long-time followers of the Collide story will find that These Eyes Before preserves everything they’ve always loved
about the duo’s approach. kaRIN remains a sophistcated and emotionally forthright singer; her interpretations open up new
dimensions of meaning in songs you’ll swear you already understood exhaustively. Statik’s soundscapes are as lush and
hypnotic as ever – his synthesizer sounds and enveloping, his drum programming is adventurous, and the guitar work is
alternately seductive and saw-toothed. Collide has already taken its place as one of the worlds foremost and best-loved
electro-alternative bands, and introduced the delights of darkwave to countless listeners; These Eyes Before further 
demonstrates that there’s no limitation on the expressiveness of their sound, or the size of their ambition.    
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